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Connecting People,
Systems and Things
One cloud platform.

Covisint at a Glance:
Founded in 2000
Nasdaq: COVS

Covisint by the Numbers:
2,000+ global customers
212K+ connected organizations
25M+ user identities
4B+ yearly transactions
$1T+ in transacted business

Covisint provides the cloud platform of
choice for enabling the Internet of Things
and identity-centric solutions
Covisint provides the leading cloud platform of choice for the Internet of Things
and identity-centric solutions – oﬀering secure and seamless connections between
people, processes, systems and things for global enterprises.
Our open, developer-friendly, and enterprise-class Cloud Platform enables
organizations to build solutions that quickly and securely identify, authenticate and
connect users, devices,and information.
The numbers are staggering – billions of connected devices, billions of dollars in
opportunity. The emergence of the IoT economy is shifting the way we think about
products, customers, partners, supply chains and ecosystems. In today’s hyperconnected world, developers, partners and customers are under growing pressure to
collaborate and connect with more people and things than ever before.
This shifting paradigm is creating opportunities for disruption – rewarding the
innovative thinkers and bold doers of the world. Increasingly, these action-oriented
people and companies are turning to Covisint. Founded in the science of disruption,
Covisint has been the cloud foundation for some of the world’s most recognizable
brands for more than a decade. The Covisint Platform allows users to recognize,
authenticate and connect the right people, things and information at the right time –
securely and at scale.

Covisint is the connected company — we securely connect ecosystems of people,
systems and things to enable new service oﬀerings, optimize operations, develop
new business models and ultimately enable the connected economy. Today, we
support more than 2,000 organizations and connect to more than 212,000 business
partners and customers worldwide.
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